
We spent some late nights and early mornings in the studio studying the 
fundamentals of modern Dubstep production and sound design to bring 
you the best of the best! Like an old car, we stripped it down, painted and 
polished a pack that will transform any producer into a powerhouse in the 
EDM scene. We present to you What About: Dubstep Salvation! 
 
With producers in mind, Dubstep Salvation comes with Construction Kits 
that allow producers to gain the knowledge on what exactly goes into a 
Dubstep track. We have included the Ableton project files along with the 
finest quality of crafted "drag and drop" samples used in the project. This 
is a great way for producers to see what effects we put on bass, how we 
mix the drums, and how we mastered the overall track.  
 
Dubstep Salvation contains: 
 
- 5 Construction Kits 
- 5 Ableton Templates 
- 20 Melody Loops + MIDI 
- 15 Drum Loops 
- 15 FX 
- 20 Synth Shots 
- 30 Snares & Claps 
- 20 Kicks 
- 20 Percussion 
- 10 Cymbals 
- 487+ Sounds In Total 
- 1,61 GB Of Content 
 
FAQ: 
 
“What makes your Dubstep packs different from others?” 
 
 The simple answer is quality, but to go more in depth, we know that 
keeping up with the current trends in digital music a huge thing. We keep 
up with the latest technological advances and sound design techniques 
to ensure we are up to date with the modern changes in the Dub step 
scene.  
 
“What is the point of adding Construction Kits when you could just add 
more samples or presets?”  
 
 You don't do things, "just because". the way to stay on top is to know the 
how what, and why behind what you are doing. Construction Kits provide 



a learning resource keeping you up to date on the latest EDM techniques 
that can be applied to more than just a handful of samples. 
 
System Requirements: 
 
- Ableton 9 (or higher) 


